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Much more understated than the McDonald’s All-American Games-inspired Eric Emanuel collaboration,
the forthcoming pair features color-blocking in line with the model’s inaugural arrangement. Shop Adidas
Forum “Footwear White” leather sets the stage for the “Crew Green” and “Wild Pine” accents that take
over everything from the iconic profile 3-Stripes to the collar. Underfoot, slightly-yellowed midsoles are
complemented by tread in a dark green, which also animates the trefoil logo on the tongue sitting just
above the Forum Lo‘s signature strap. 

https://www.amazyfoot.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/small_image/270x348/9df78eab33525d08d6
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Predominantly clad in shades of white, the pair nods to the model’s debut in 1984 with its handful of
seemingly aged accents. Buy Adidas Forum Profile 3-Stripes and panels around the heel deliver suede
construction, while tongues deviate from its surrounding’s leather build with a light tan nylon makeup.
Trefoil logos on the tongue and lateral midfoot indulge in the titular “Orbit Grey,” but their counterparts on
the tread opt into an off-white scheme reminiscent of vintage adidas sneakers. 

Not much is changed in the transition from High to Low, only the smaller form factor. Adidas Forum Sale
As it follows a past template, the pair is quite identical to some past releases down to the color and
construction. Leathers wrap the toe, counter, and mid-panel in a mix of slightly yellowed finishes and
more achromatic whites, while blues dye the suede stripes as well as the tread, midsole trim, lining, and
tongue label. 

In design, the offering exudes both a vintage and premium aesthetic. Adidas Forum Shoes Grounded by
yellow soles, the upper constructs of tanned premium suede panels and robust layers of white smooth
leather. The branded Stripes along the side contrast in both tone and texture, their chenille hued a blue,
red, and green in that order. Debossed trefoils add a touch of branding to the profile, matching that of the
logos inscribed onto the midsole, the tongue’s branded patch, and the heel. The medial, in slight
departure, finishes with individual numbering. 

This Men's/Women's Adidas Forum has Quill in mind as the sneaker is designed to mimic his leather
jacket done up in a mystery red leather exterior with Black accents and a zippered tongue. The same
two hues take care of features that include the laces, lining midsole, outsole and ankle strap. A custom
tongue label with a Guardians crest as well as a custom box will also be part of the release. 
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